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THE SIREN'S SONG. 

SbY MISS CRUMPE, AUTIOR OF ccGERALDINE OF DESMOND.". 

My own sweet siren ! thou, whose thrilling lay 
Can take my raptur'd soul, and far away 
Transport it to those spheres of love and joy, 
Where bliss immortal reigns without alloy, 

Still, still, sing on 1 
There is a magic in thy witching strain, 
Whose mystic pow'r can conjure up again 
Feelings that slumber'd long in dull decline, 
And wake them into life almost divine ! 

Still, then, sing on I 
A kind of trance ste ts o'er me when thy song, 
Soft as an angel's, pours its tide along- 
Those mental harmonies that, touch'd by thee, 
Breathe forth the sigh of silent ecstacy I 

Dearest, sing on! 
When, sweetly strong, thy hand sweeps o'er the chord*, 
They utter music with a thrill, thpt words 
Could never give-those mighty bursts of somnd 
Echo's responsive voice prolongs around- 

Siren, sing on t 
That strain triumphant, wilt electric fire, 
The ardent souls of heroesnmight inspire; 
For ev'ry nerving note, so bold, so free, 
Peals like the battle shout of victory ! 

Oh, yet, sing on ! 
But hark i the all-commanding thunders cease, 
And melting melodies breathe tones of peace ; 
Soft as the sound of flutes along the sea, 
They float along the air, call'd up by thee. 

Sweet voice, sing on ! 

Enchantress of the soul ! by nature taught 
To sway at will the springs of mind and thought, 
Pour thy fond lay of love, and make its tone 
Of deepest, purest, rapture all our own ! 

Sing on, sing on I 
Brssy-street, S1. JFames's, London, 

SCOTTISH AND IRISH POPULAR POETRY.' 

" Dark, hovering TYRANT t risen from hell, to teach 
Msi what I am- I know it, fiend !- avaunt, 
Wont as thou art, when things can't mend, to preach ;. 
Could I but spurn away thy cursed cant, 
I still might lift my brow- but thou has said I shant." 

Eiffe's Legacy of the Broken Heart, 
With the exception of "our own green isle"--whieh must, of course, 

in every thing have the pre-eminence-.-we know of no country on the 
broad face of this our world, the peasantry of which has produced more 
men of genius, than " the land of cakes and thistles." Many of the 
brightest names in the calendar of her " sainted sons of song,'- have 
sprung from amongst the tillers of her soil: a Burns, a Hogg, and an 

* Markinch Minstrelsy. By Robert Taylor.* Edinburgh-1821. 
The Battle of Clontarf, an Historical Poem; and other Poems. By P. Eiffe, 

Esq. Dublin-1831. Second Notice. 

* This is not that Robert who goes in London by the happy name of " The Devil's Chaplain." 
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Allan Cunningham--brilliant triumvirate-were the sons of peasants, 
and even peasants themselves; Tannahill was a weaver-Allan Ramsay a barber; and many other names of the highest celebrity might be 
added. But compared with the author before us (who states himself to 
be a baker) the brightest star in the galaxy sinks into absolute insignifi- 
cance-whether we consider the magnificence of design displayed in the 
various combinations which constitute the machinery of the poem, the 
profound knowledge of human nature evinced, the richness and aptitude of the language employed, the melifluousness and, at the same time, 
simplicity of the versification into which high thoughts are cast-mani- 
festing as it does the skill by which a master-hand conceals its art-or 
the incredibly short period apparently occupied in composition. We feel, 
indeed, that a perusal of the volume before us will force the decision 
upon any impartial judge, that as a poet or painter of nature, (with 
one exception which we hold in our mind's eye) the author has no com- 
peer either in ancient or modern times. 

We must not, however, by any further prefatory or laudatory re- 
marks, detain our naturally impatient readers from the rich feast which 
a few extracts will furnish forth. It was all written, we are assured, 
" in the fore parts of three nights (think of that!) being the 21st, 22d, 
and 25th of November, and year of our Lord eighteen hundred and 
eleven." The opening is splendid in the extreme, having in it much of 
the graphic particularity of Wordsworth, with all the simplicity of our 
author's countryman, Burns. In the year referred to, we are informed, 

"' The oatmeal it was hot, 
And the barley it o4as raw, 

And for the wheat, it was sae sprung, 
It would not bake at a'. 

The potatoes were a very bad crop, 
And they turn'd very dear; 

But yet they are the only crop 
Poor people useth here." 

The reader will here observe, that besides the beauty of the poetry, 
an important point has been elucidated about which so many essayists 
on the evils of Ireland have been bothering their brains since this land 
of ours first obtained the generous patronage of political economists; as 
it is quite evident, from the latter stanza, that the potato is just as 
much used in Scotland as in this our own sweet country; and thus 
we see how unfounded is the assumption of modern philosophical theo- 
rists, who pronounce that to be the rool of all the evils of this pauperised 
portion of the British empire. What say ye to this, ye croakers about 
potato feeding ? 

But, to proceed. After a master-stroke at the progress of effeminacy, 
we have a neat description of the ladies of " Scotia's royal land," who, 
we find, are not now content, as their fair progenitors were, with a good 
dish of brose, or an oat-cake and some sour milk, for their breakfasts, 
nor with being arrayed in " tartan plaid and bonnet blue;" for we are 
told that 

f" Women their gowns and caps must have, 
Their flour-bread and their tea ; 

With ribbons knotted on their heads-- 
You'd think sometimes they'd flee." 

Although, doubtless, it is melancholy to contemplate the sad affliction 
which at one period visited the bra' lands of Scotlahd, and which the 
great Robert Taylor has thus immortalised-it is, nevertheless, upon the 
company-loving principle, pleasant to find, that although poverty holds 
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her spare-diet court among the green fields of Erin, she yet makes dis- 
ciplinarian visits to the bare rocks of our sister in the north. The fact, 
however, is a little startling; for as people can live in Scotland, the 
natural inference is that they must be beyond the reach of want. But 
we have the authority of the minstrel of Mlarkinch, who sings, that 

" The farmers they are turn'd so high, 
And the land it is so dear, 

That if the rents do not come down, 
Poor men cannot stay here. 

Fifty or sixty years ago, 
In our grand-fathers time; 

The world it much better was, 
Though things were not so fne." 

Admirable I What a truly philosophic spirit this latter verse displays-- 
a deep searching beneath the surface of things: and what a happy 
opposition of agreement and contrast the forme lines exhibit--farmers 
high, land dear, rents coming down, men going away 1 "It is a long 
lane which. has no turn," however; and our author, being a- prophet as 
well as a poet, sets the future thus terribly before us: 

" But, oh, the time will come, they'll see, 
They'll not pass'd be at all ; 

But into hell-fire they'll be cranmm'd, Like bricks into a wall 1" 
How powerfully, painfully descriptive the simile of the last line is- 
" like bricks into a wall 1" It pictures the dense, smothering, and per- 
manent cramming together of the wicked hereafter--like bricks into a 
wall 1! A few other equally judicious moral reflections conclude the 
first canto of this all-absorbing poem. The second being chiefly occupied 
with a sketch of the localities of Markinch and its nei*hbourhood, we 
shall merely extract one atansa therefrom, descriptive o0 the view from 
the Lomond hills, which, in boldness of conceptlion and minuteness of 
local detail, appears to us a counterpart to Wordsworth's lake on the 
top of a hill, of which he says, 

' I mee1ered it from side to side, 
'Twas three feet long, and two feet wide." 

But our author's picture is infinitely more pleasing and perspicuous even 
than that of the great poet just quoted: 

" But the east top of i the beautifullest, 
Which well is to be known; 

The top of itis just as mpah as 1650 feet 
From the level of Falkland town." 

We now come, however, to the third division of the poem ; and we 
most cordially recommend it to the attention of all the Temperance So- 
cieties which have been. or may be yet established. If the members of 
each and all of them were towrite fet ages they eodildnot, so 
naturally, and therefore so forcibly, paint the evils ofatte deleterious 
"dram." It is a first-rate specimen of the "sftm is ipasrve and we 
would by all means advise that copies of it should be struck off in letters 
of gold, in order suitably to grace the walls of every Temperance Soci- 
ety eldb-room throughout the land. 

" The whiskey is as bad a thing 
As to the world e'er came ; 

For it has prov'd the sad ruis 
Of many an honest man. 
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It is the worst thing I say, 
And every one doth hurt; 

It bringeth them to misery, 
And makes them sell their shirt."' 

Next in succession follow a number of stanzas, all equally breathing 
the true spirit of poetry, on the interesting subject of natural history. 
On this subject, we have room but for one extract-a faithful portraiture 
of that extraordinary animal, the cat: 

" And there's another beast, indeed, 
That about the house doth go, 

And that is the puss or cat, 
For we do call it so. 

And they are as useful beasts 
For taking of a rat; 

And there is not an old wire into a house, 
But she must have a cat." 

But since, as every master in the poetic art knows, there is nothing 
like variety, our author changes his hand-and, turning from beasts, 
birds, and fishes, he gives us a brief, but vivid sketch of "the royal 
town of Perth." 

" And now I give you a short hint 
Of the royal town of Perth; 

I think the very match of it, 
You will not see on earth. 

This town I have been often in, 
The like I never saw ; 

For when you go to the High-gate, 
There are hundreds of shops in a raw." 

This is decidedly a ne plm ultra, and shows strongly how much edu- 
cation has done for that intellectual land, of which our author forms so 
bright and so burning a light. We only recollect once in our time 
to have met with any thing of Scotch manufacture equal to it. It was 
certainly from a poet of the same school, whose writings are preserved 
in the archives of the University of Glasgow, as a literary curiosity of 
no little worth. He had undertaken to versify the entire of the Scrip- 
tures, and, if we mistake not, actually accomplished the greater part of 
his task. The only stanzas, however, which we can at present bring 
to memory, are one, opening the book of Job, and another, descriptive 
of the death of Absalom: 

6" There was a man, and his name was Job, 
And he lived in the land of Uz ; 

He had a good gift of the gab, 
And the same fate happened us." 

"' And there was Absalom hanging on a tree; 
Up came Joab. and a mighty man was he- 
And he rammed his spear in his at Pa." 

But we now come, under the second head of our discourse, to notice 
that production of Irish genius, the title of which we have placed after 
that of the Markinch Minstrelsy; and we deem it only common justice 
to mention, that the author of this immortal work is the master poet, in 
whose favour we introduced the saving clause at the commencement of 
our critique: for we would have it clearly understood, that however 
highly we estimate the powers of the minstrel of Markinch, (influenced 
somewhat, perhaps, by patriotism,) still we contemplate with more spirit- 
stirring pride the lofty muse of the " Battle of Clontarf." Thanks to 
the inspiring influence of potato-feeding, while the bard of the thistle 
breathes--with most enchanting melody, it is true-but upon the humble 
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reed, the Hibernian Apollo strikes the harp with an heroic hand. In the 
latter, there is that noble contempt of precedent, which shows itself in the 
occasional absence or addition of a foot or two in the measure, thus giv- 
ing evidence, by an extraordinary lusus mentis, of true poetic power-a 
taste for "the sublime and beautiful"--brave neglects-impetuous 
thoughts, that will only soar in the infinite, and search in the myste- 
riously indefinite-that Promethean ingenuity, which, when the natural 
body of language fails, can mould new forms, and quicken them with 
the soul of poetry-all indicating the intellectual giant of our day-the 
unequalled-the alone! We confess we do love to see the genius of 
our country, like the mountain torrent, rushing fearlessly along; or, 
like the more furious wave on its own sea-girt shore when under the lash- 
ing fury of the storm, breaking down all the common mounds which com- 
mon drivellers and worthless translators, such as Pope and Dryden, 
would impose-and dashing forward in its unrestrained career, disdain- 
ful of those little fastidious niceties, so much thought of by puny indi- 
viduals, such as Gray, and Goldsmith, and Collins, and Cam*bell, and 
Moore ll of whom, it is well known, have sacrificed as much of their 
precious time in polishing and fashioning their scraps of poetry into what 
the ignorant and vulgar would call grace and symmetry, as is spent by 
others in the writing, printing, and publishing of compositions of equal 
length, variety, and humour. We say, it is a fine specimen of the 
march of intellect, to see the young men of the present day throwing 
aside such extravagant particlarity, and coming at once before the 
world with the productions of their muse, without depriving them of that 
angular energy which true genius alwaysiamparts, and which is very fre- 
quently taken off by too much polishing and care. The labor time, 
so strongly reconmmended by antiquity, we, as enlightened critics, utterly 
condemn; we detest equally the smell of the lamp and the sight of the 
pruning-knife (except when this latter is to be consigned to our own 
masterly hands); it is the luxuriant knagination we admire, not thepahry art which would cramp and clip it into fantastic shapes, twhat 
are vulgarly called "classic rules," and despoil it of all its luxuriance ant 
vigour. It was under this circumstance, we have so 

doubt.-however some wicked wags may, from the expression, have represented the Scotch 
rhymer as an ouran outang-.that Sir Walter, in the opening of one of 
his silly poems, exclaims- 

" Flcw fre, flow unconfia'd, my tale I" 
which idea, we suppose, must have been suggested in the course of the 
writer's highly useful researches on demonology, and consequent ac- 
quaintance with the " old gentleman," of whom we re told, that 

"Over his arm he switthes his tai, 
As a gentleman carries hit cane." 

That common-sense is by no means a necessary ingredient in poetic 
composition, we shall clearly prove by a parity of reasoning: love and 
poetry, it has been; long admitted, are peculiarly sdumiar in all their bear- 
ings and teandencies--on like passions they sprcig- Irke ethereal na- 
ture characterises them. Genuine poe*y is nothi* moreo-tair the sim- 
ple language of nature-the pure breathings of an unsophisticated 
spiitc; and true love eould not be better defined than by the very same 
expressions. Now, who ever heard of a man in love speaking any thing 
like common sense to the object of his affection? If he attempted it she 
would not listen to him, for it would not appear like love: and just the 
same with poetry--it is decidedly no more necessary in the one case than 
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the other. Why, then, should the genuine poet endeavour to saddle his 
Pegasus with so graceless and so dead a weight. With these data before 
us, we proceed to demonstrate, that the author in question is a poet of the 
very highest order. Previous, however, to our entering on the work itself, 
we feel it but justice to the author, and but common politeness to those of 
our correspondents, whose contributions we are obli edto hold over, in 
order to make room for this second notice of Mr. Eiffe's work, to state, 
that we have been induced to reconsider the very brief judgment passed 
upon it in our last, in consequence of a friendly epistle addressed to us 
by that gentleman through the medium of the Freeman's Journal, in 
which, while appealing to our reason, he pays us compliments it would 
ill become our modesty to repeat. Surely, it is no common condescen- 
sion on the part of critics of our calibre to come down from the high 
place we must mecessarily hold in our own opinion, and in that of the 
the public at large, and acknowledge a fallacy of judgment; since, arm- 
ed as we are " with ink-stand and wig," we might play the casuist, and 
prove our infallibility, to the confusion of all gainsayers. But, though 
we prize our literary adjudications much, we prize our magnanimity 
more; and we thus set an example worthy of the imitation of all pen- 
wielding potentates, in confessing, upon further examination, that we 
have not in this case dealt fair and ample justice-in short that our au, 
thor has not been treated as he deserved. The fact is, that Mr. Eiffe's 
book calls for more than ordinary attention in the perusal : warmth of 
feeling and concentration of thought must be brought to bear upon it; 
the reader must become imbued with the spirit of the book itself, and 
grapple with the high conceptions displayed upon its pages, with an 
energy of intellect suited to the loftiness and originality of the author's 
muse. Hence it was, that after a hurried and very imperfect glance at 
it, we treated it with a discourteous brevity, and pronounced upon it an 
ill-digested judgmnent, in our last. We now hasten to make the neces- 
sary reparation; and, pronouncing the author of the " Battle of Clon- 
tarf," one of the sublimest poets of the age, proceed at once to give a few 
extracts--regretting, at the same time, our inability to go regularly 
through the work. Than the battle-scene, nothing can be more sublime : 

" The mighty mass of columnas rolling oo- The behnet's glitter, flashing back the sun 
On the broad ranks that press and cleave them dowo-- 
The eye's wild glare-the slayer and the slain 
Grappling, as sank the latter in his pain- 
The hue o' the waters, and the last dull cry 
The sufferer sent forth in his agony." 

Here the reader will perceive many of those characteristics of true poetic 
genius which we have just described-where the poet of nature, dis- 
daining common rules, tracks out a path for himself. In the three first 
lines, for instance, the harmony of the terminations..., sun, down--must be evident to all ; a slight variation in the sound obviates that unpleasant 
jingle upon the ear, which marks the compositions of inferior bards ; while 
the autbors' claim to the title of a " son of song" is rendered still more 
unquestionabl by the musical cadences of the last two lines-- 

" The hue o' the waters, and the last dull cry 
The sufferer sent forth in his agony." 

As the battle proceeds, however, the interest grows apace; and we 
are told, 

", Some sank beneath their chargers dieing throes 
In the wild wave, unharm'd by other foes, 
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And some, tho' almost cloven, stood slaying there, 
Dreadful as strove they still in their despair !" 

And again-- 
", Look, there is one upon a pile of slain 
Waving the Dalgais' flag- say did it stream in vain i 
Or heard he not the sound of rescue run 
From rallying file to file, as cloven down 
Last of his tribe he sank this lonely one ! !" 

Here there is a beautiful specimen of that mystic indefiniteness which 
we so much admire, and also of that fiery independence of rule, 
which the real poet will evince in all cases. While the additional 
syllables in the second line add force and vigour to the versification, a 
variation in the chime of the last three, similar to that before alluded to, 
completes the charm of the entire. 

Before quitting the battle-field, in which we feel almost as deep an 
interest as the glorious Brian himself, we cannot resist quoting the follow- 
ing truly classical description of the causes and effects of despair, which 
we would certainly recommend as a motto for the next edition of Dr. 
Abercromie's new work: 

" When self usurps dominion, and the mind 
Warped by, is taught at length to scorn mankind, 
And every kindlier feeling in its cast 
Is teased, and fretted--rPrarIFED at last- 
Such is despair, and such its causes-These 
Felt they, and 

feeling them, felt it no less- 
They rush'd to danger's post, to save those men 
Who fleeing left them there defenceless then- 
They sought for him who led them-had he fled? 
They deem'd so, 'twas enough-be should have staid." 

or, as we are again informed in a subsequent page, 
" So fell the Dalgais-where is he who led 
Their prowess to the strife they deemed he had fled ?" 

The foregoing extracts would call for a repetition of all our already- 
expressed commendation, with much more than we have now time to 
pronounce. Here will at once be perceived, that tout ensemble of 
sense as well as of sound, which Gray tells us is always necessary to the 
perfection of poetry--when what is gone before still dwells upon the 
ear, and insensibly harmonizes with the present line, as that succession 
of fleeting notes which is called melody. But we must reluctantly quit 
the inspiriting scene at home, in order to introduce our readers to "' Pha- 
raoh crossing the Red Sea"--a painting so vivid, that we seem to have 
the reality before us: 

HTark ! did the trump of battle bray ? 
Dares he then to tempt the flood 2 

" Speed chariots-speed, away, away !" 
Then rush'd he onward, mad for blood, 

And close upon his steps, equipped for slaughter, 
Chariots and horsemen plunge 'mid walls of water i 
Meet funeral line 4o throng the crowded way, 
On a king's burial day." 

There is no contemptible polish about this: all is life, energy, and rude 
magnificence-the striking off-cast of master-thought. But the style 
of the little piece, entitled " The Daughter," is even more to our taste. 
It is Byron in his liveliest mood. 

", They laid her to sleep in her darksome bed, 
Far removed from the place where her fathers 

Were taking their rest-but the sainted dead, 
fRecked little of life, and cared less when fled 

Her spirit from earth, of such mnatters !" 
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We now come to the " Broken Heart," the cause of all our sorrow; 
for, unfortunately, this it was which beguiled our juidgment when 
we said, that the author was unequal to such a theme as that of the 
"C Battle of Clontarf"---but to which, being the ground of the poet's 
friendly admonition, we owe the exquisite pleasure we derived from a 
reperusal of the poem. That admonition intimates that the stanza we 
had inserted should not have been given without that which preceded 
and cast a peculiar light upon it. Here then, good reader, to show our 
love of justice, even though her sword should be directed against our- 
selves, we give not only the Siamese verses, but the expressive starred 
or dotted line which precedes them-confessing, while we blush for our 
original ,, slallow-patedness," that, with the exception of some other 
stanzas in the same poem, we have never met any thing in the English 
language equal to them: 

9 The waters rushing to the cataract, 
Thiebarrier ourbs to smoothness, the. they heave 
With nether throes, loud murmuring, and rack'd- 
And these, anon at night time, will infract, 
When winds am high, the wave-woru battlement, 
Astd sweep their deluge o'er a rountry's tract- 
And when the morying comes, look teased, and spent 

With that wi-l idbor which you chasm has fiercely rent ; 
And thus s pridepliarriertoour woes- 
Calms it the surfteo when beneath we fret, 
And like th dvish'd up flood, grief's nightly throes 
Break thro' restridt, and overthrow the let 
High principle against, at day tight set ;- 
Ay, when the darkness comes, the thunder-gust 
Of thought bhangs o'er, pent up, nor loosened yet, 
Until some pang ignites it--TnREN it MUST 

Break, and our sorrows, tbro' the brain, are rain-like thrust I" 

We have but mne matter wmore on. which to 
tmqcbmr 

namely, the punc- 
tuation of the volume before us; which is such, that, while it frequently 
lays open beauties which might otherwise have lain concealed, also leaves 
much to the imagination and ingemnity of the reader. We once forcibly 
felt the injudiciousness of those editorial trammels, the comma, colon, 
&c.-by a new reading which a Dublin theatrical amateur gave to a por- 
tion of the text of Shakspeare. The passage referred to is thus given 
by ordinary critics: 

," 
Off with his head ; so much for Buckingham 1" 

But Irish genius set the matter in a new light, and dazzled and con- 
founded the critics of Hawkins-street by the display. 

" Off with his 
head, so !" (roared the performer, drawing his hand across his neck)- 

M Aluch for Buckingham !" (jeeringly snapping his fingers.) The dask, too, so suited to our author's style, is much and judiciously in requisi- 
tion. 

We trust we have now, by the length of our quotations, and the 
friendliness of our remarks, convinced our readers, and even Mr. Eiffe 
himself, that it was quite through inadvertence we gave his work such 
a hasty notice in our last. Should he, however, think a few further 
extracts necessary, we shall most readily accede to his wishes, on his 
addressing another letter to us through the medium of the FREEMAN'S 
JOURNAL. 

On the whole, we would strongly recommend the two volumes before 
ns to the notice of our readers. We know of no better thing than a 
book pregnant with a number of "right good, merry conceits,".-one, in 

VOL. T. 2 c 
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fact, which, like a bottle of Sir Humphrey Davy's laughing-gas, has 
an irresistible influence upon our risible muscles; and we can say in 
truth, that we never had in our hands two volumes better calculated to 
produce such an effect, than those we have so highly recommended. 

THE MURDER OF INNOCENTS. 

There is a cry of anguish through the land 
Of fair Judea, but it is a knell 
Of sorrow, wilder and more mournful far 
Than ever rang throughout her lovely vales, 
There was a time when desolation swept 
Upon the sable wings of Pestilence, 
And the low murmurings of dying millions 
Fill'd the contagious and destroying air- 
There was a time when Judah rais'd her voice 
From out the dust, beneath the chariot wheels 
Of conquering Ashur, when the falling crash 
Of her proud temple echo'd through the skies- 
And many a time when war's loud revelry 
Arose-and air was laden with the cries 
Of Israel's chosen youths, while pouring forth 
Their young bright spirits with their life-blood warm. 
But death's loud voice, although amid the heaps 
Of victims, strewn beneath infection's breath, 
Or 'mid the terrors of the conqueror's path, 
Or mingled with the battle's war-shout high, 
Ne'er rose so anguishingly through her climte, 
As when the arm of dark assassin plung'd, 
Amid the daylight's smile, the reeking steel 
Into the breast of Judah's infant babes, 
With foul and murderous rage-for then the cry 
Of mothers rose so piercingly I bereft 
Of all their hearts held dear. The feeble scream 
Of infant voices-and the sire's deep groans, 
As with most bitter agony he saw 
His rising hope destroy'd; and half suppress'd 
The struggling sob of bursting grief, which seem'd 
As though himself were writhing 'neath the stroke 
Which pierc'd his infant's heart. 

Beneath the shade 
Of dark green olive boughs and clustering vines, 
Whose glossy leaves had flung a quivering light 
On wreaths of rainbow flowers, and tracery 
Of spicy foliage, waving to and fro 
On sighing summer-winds, that pour'd a gush 
Around, of rich Acacian aroma - 
A Jewish mother sate-her bright dark eye, 
Beaming with fond, and tender glances, gazed 
Upon the cherub features of her child, 
Who sported in the sunbeams at her feet. 
At times she watched the wonder of his looks 
Following the course of azure dragon-flies 
That darted swiftly past like winged gems-- 
At times from off his smooth, transparent brow 
She flung his sunny curls of gleaming light, 
And parted on his forehead the bright hairs 
That shone, when sunbeams thro' the opening leaves 
Fellon them quiveringly, like flowing gold, 
And breathed a kiss upon his mantling cheek. 

And now unto her fond and beating heart 
The mother clasp'd her child-when rudely burst 
Unon their soft retrent, n strnnaer's form.n 
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